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Executive Summary
1. The purpose of this review is t o explore the current arrangements to promot e
domestic gas safety across the UK, to identify areas of str ength and weakness, an d
to make recommendations for the future.
This is a su rprisingly complex subject, involving a number o f disparate stakeholders
and some significant te nsions both within the industry and from external interests,
including pressure groups.
This report has been produced after an extensi ve period of stakeholder consultation
and involvement, commencing in
February 2006 and including 2
stakeholder
conferences, a questionnaire, over 50 interviews with organisations and individuals,
and a ser ies of workin g groups. It covers piped gas an d LPG use d in domest ic
homes in the UK. We would like to thank all those who have given s o much of t heir
time and were so helpful.
2. The responsibility for administration of the existing regulations rests with HSE,
which delegates certain functions to a registration body known as CORGI. Any g as
installation business undertaking commercial installation or maintenance of a gas
appliance in UK domestic premises must be registered wit h CORGI. There are a
number of requirements for registra tion, including – for every emplo yed gas fittin g
operative – an asse ssment of competenc y every 5 years (the ACS scheme),
a
portfolio of experience and, normally, a qualific ation. CORGI inspects the work of
registered installers at intervals. HSE is e mpowered to enforce the relevant
legislation and may issue a written warning in response to a complaint or institute
formal legal proceedings with respect to a more serious incident.
3. This has been widely regarded as a safe industry, and reported fatalities have
reduced to less than 30 per annum. Most deaths are caused not by fire or explosion,
but by CO poisoning: CO is a co lourless, odourless gas given off by burning a
combustible fuel, such as gas or oil, in the absence of adequate ventilation.
Exposure to CO can cause death, permanent serious disability, or, at lower levels,
more temporary, flu-like symptoms. As well as affecting quality of life, undiagnosed
CO poisoning may pre vent individuals enterin g employment, be a charge on the
NHS, on sick pay and other support schemes.
4. There is, however, some indication that the incidence of CO poisoning and even
the level of fatalities may be under-reported. Research also suggests that there
may be a number of homes with
potentially dangerous levels of background C O
linked to patterns of use and faulty, or poorly ventilated, gas appliances, representing
an unquantified health risk.
Recent studies further suggest that the public may have a poor awareness of the
concept, dangers and causes of CO poisoning. Industry e fforts to raise awareness
are limited and not well co-ordinated. There is a real risk that, in the light of emerging
evidence about the potential pre valence of CO, the i ndustry may be judge d
irresponsible if action is not now ta ken to address this issue. This could have a f ar
more damaging commercial effect than measured communication th at alerts th e
public, including health professionals, to the dangers of CO and
how to manage
these.

5. Risk patterns are changing with regard to CO poisoning: households most at risk
appear increasingly to be those where current laws do no t identify a duty holder to
ensure safe installation and regular checking of gas appliances, eg: owner-occupied
premises rather than multiple o ccupancy rented accommodation. It seems unlikely
that legislation and the associated enforcement will be introduced to cover this area:
increased awareness of the potential CO hazard therefore appears the only option if
the risk is to be reduced.
6. It is essential that steps are taken to increase public awareness of the CO
hazard, given the pote ntial to cause death and serious injury, changing patterns of
risk and recent evidence suggesting that the public hea lth risk may be more
widespread than previously acknowledged. In order to deliver this, there will need to
be:
•
•
•

additional funds
a co-ordinating body
involvement from a wider range of interests, including Health

We therefore recommend that an i ndustry co-coordinating body be set up to initiate
work and fu nd raising in support o f CO aware ness. Th is should be chaired by a
respected and high profile public figure, and should involve a variety of interest
groups and government departments, including DWP, DCLG and DH. The domestic
gas registration body/bodies may play a significant an
d increasing role in the
management and support of this group, and should be encouraged so to do. Indee d,
there is logic in this co- coordinating function being assigne d to the ga s registration
body/bodies and we so recommend.
The CO awareness co-ordinating body sho uld explore cases for a variety of
initiatives, some focused, others more wide ra nging, and should act t o co-ordinate
existing efforts and take advantage of untapped but inexpensive opportunities, eg :
leaflets which cou ld be sent with gas b ills, left by installers and the emergency
services.
Funds may come from a variety of sources including industry contributions, existing
surplus from registration fees, rise in registration and ACS incomes f rom additional
registration, CORGI Trust (which receives the profits fr om CORGI’s commercial
activities). If these fun ding streams are in sufficient, legislation may be needed t o
produce a levy on the industry: if th is is required, other fuels which can produce CO
in situations of incomplete combustion should also be included.
Other initiatives considered by the CO awareness co-ordinating body should include:
•
•
•
•
•

audible CO detection alarms, which can be very effective and reliable
what more can realistically be done by the emergency gas services when
attending at a possible CO poisoning situation
phasing out of old and open flued appliances, especially boilers, which
represent higher risk
use of the home energy rating scheme to high light hazards and safety
measures connected with domestic gas
promotion of clinical awareness of CO sympto ms and detectio n,
especially among GPs and pathologists

Increased public CO a wareness will al so reduce some of the tension s within the
industry. For example, if householders are aware of the dangers, t hey are mo re
likely to use a registe red gas pr ofessional, thus reducing the level of illegal,
unregistered installers and consequent pressure from legal insta llers for greater
investment in enforcement. This will also dri ve more current illegal installers t o
register, increasing the flow of reve nue to ACS providers and the registration body:
this could be used to reduce costs t o installers and/or to part-fund a CO awareness
campaign.
7. The current ACS scheme and registration systems are widely seen by installers a s
being too onerous and inflexible and may well discourage registration. A strong ,
independent voice is required to challenge the assessment system and standards for
ACS certification. Step s within th e industry to address this should be encouraged
and accelerated. The aim should be to produce an approach that is:
•
•
•

risk based
simplified
allows individuals to demonstrate competence with a more flexible mix of
assessment, inspection, qualifications, experience and continuous
professional development

The registration body/bodies must ensure that
changed approach.

registration criteria also reflect this

8. There are some concerns abo
ut the competence of registered installers,
particularly following recent introduction of more random inspections by CORGI. This
needs further attention and we would suggest:
•
•

•

•

that the ACS scheme aims to improve overall standards of competence by
engendering more generic skills
that CORGI review the action taken if a substan dard installation is found,
eg: compulsory additional training, higher levels of insp ection and an
increased registration fee
while supporting the concept of the gas works notification scheme, wh ich
allows more random in spections, the methodo logy should be reviewe d,
eg: allow the installer to certify his work direct with the customer and send
a copy of the paperwork to CORGI, rather than the other way around
use of flue gas analysers should
be mandatory when installing or
servicing open flued appliances

9. A number of issues o f some substance have been ident ified with re spect to th e
interface between HSE and the registration body, and its management and role.
We recommend that HSE review these issues and invite expressions of interest from
appropriately qualified organisations wishing to take on th e role of th e registration
body. An assessment of competency should be made b y an HSE pa nel against a
number of criteria, including:
•

delivery of key issues outlined in this report, especially co-ordinating
action to promote CO awareness and changes to competency a
nd
registration systems

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

a business case to d emonstrate how the registration scheme will be
funded without additional cost to installers
an improvement in key safety issues
ability to work with stakeholders and other registration bodies
innovative approaches and added value
probity and transparency in governance, espe cially with regard to conflict
of interest, commercial enterprise, interface with HSE
delivery of key aspects of the registration sche me, eg geo graphic cover,
installer and public help lines, managing complaints
a consumer voice

Organisations satisfying the panel would be re cognised as registration bodies for a
reasonable period, perhaps 5 years. If t
he case made by on e body were
considerably stronger than the oth ers, or offer ed substantial additional benefits, the
panel may decide to recognise only one registration provider. Registration bodie s
should be subject to regular and transparent reviews of p
erformance against key
indicators. This is a process akin to that used nowadays in mos
t substantial
procurements.
We recommend this process to review recognition of registr ation bodies be repeated
at regular intervals determined from time to time by HSE: perhaps every 5 years in
normal circumstances, allowing the drivers and direction of the registratio
n
body/bodies to be revised and updated, yet giving a level of consistency and ability to
recover investment through a minimum period of tenure.
There is considerable debate as to whether one or more registration b odies should
be recognised: there are advantages and drawbacks to either approach, none of
which is currently of overriding prio rity or cannot be managed. While it is important
that there is only one registration scheme, providing the system is properly set up
and regulated, it could be admini stered by more than one registration provider.
Whatever the short-term decision, we recomme nd that HSE retain a framework that
allows the appointment of more than one registration body.
10. The legislation dealing with domestic piped
gas and LPG – The
Gas Safet y
(Installation and Use) Regulations 1998 – would benefit from so me changes,
especially:
•

•

•

simplification: some of the current legislation appears, in practice, to b e
redundant, or a duplication, and it is therefor e more con fusing than it
needs to be
the clear and unambi guous use of a goal -setting approach, which
recognises an industry code of p ractice to define specific standar ds
relating to technical issues of installation and servicing, rather than setting
these out in law: this would promote changes in line with technology and
practice, address some ambiguity with regard to the competence of
foreign workers, and could provid e greater clarity about standards in
prosecutions
rationalisation of prescriptive clauses, in support of an industry code of
practice

•

•

if the above were in place, a “Ha ynes workshop manual” approach to
standards could more readily occur , potentially making installation an d
servicing easier to understand, and therefore safer
more minor issues relating to non-process factory gas appliances

11. The issue of landlords’ duties with regard to g as safety may benefit from a further
review. Current legislation requires an annual safety check certificate for all multiple
occupancy households where there are gas appliance
s. Inciden ts in such
accommodation appear to have reduced in consequence . There are criticisms,
however, that the syste m is not risk-based an d is too on erous, and, in complet e
contrast, that an annual service should be required, not merely a safety check.
12. While the law with regard to unregistered installers appears clear – they are acting
illegally if th ey charge for their work – it does not support a significa nt number of
successful prosecutions, despite the apparent prevalence of illegal activity. From the
perspective of the industry, action taken against illegal installers is seen as limited
and an insufficiently effective deterrent. The lack of succe ssful prosecutions may be
due to:
•
•
•
•

limited initiation of formal enforcement by HSE (or other bodies)
courts being unconvinced that n on-registration should have serious
consequences
difficulty in identifying individuals and linking them with a particular job of
work
some uncertainty about installation standards: this could be rectified by
the formal recognition of an industry code of practice (see para 10)

As non-registered in stallers are u nlikely to take part in assessment an d inspection,
and will probably undergo minimal levels of training and professional update, they are
likely to be less safe than registered installers. We explor ed a number of ideas in
support of reducing the number of non-registered installers, and have concluded that
there is no one answer. Instead, progress sh ould be ma de through a variety o f
‘carrots’ and ‘sticks’, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

higher public awareness of CO ha zard and pr evention will ensure more
demand for registered installers
targeted episodes of prosecution fr om HSE, using current resources in a
different way
strengthened efforts to publicise prosecutions and othe r enforcement
activity
further exploration by HSE of penal ty systems and the possibility of an
increased role for the registration body/bodies
a less rigid approach to registration and assessment, which still ensures a
high level of competence, but attracts more installers
efforts to raise penalties administered by the co urts on these health and
safety offences and en courage consideration of alternative sentencin g
which might serve as a greater deterrent, eg: community service

13. Standard setting within the indust ry generally works well, and there is consultat ion
with ACS providers and other stakeholders. There could, however, be improvements
to the ad h oc way in which stand ards are p ublished for use. If re leased in a
controlled way, perhaps in batches, it could be easier for all stakeholders to keep up
to date and could minimise some uncertaint
y about wh en a change become s
compulsory or only advisory for training purposes.
Further, this could be an opportunity to release associated standards at the same
time, removing problems that may occur when
the implica tions of o ne change in
practice have not been worked through.
14. The industry is fragmented and without a single voice or co-ordinating body.
Difficulties highlighted include: lack of rap id feedback about safety issues and
incidents, lack of co-or dination over CO a wareness opportunities and difficulty in
driving change even wh en the direction of travel is broad ly supported. There have
recently been some modest ste ps towards self-governance within the indust ry,
through the creation of mechanisms to revise t he ACS regime. It is possible that the
review of the registratio n system recommended above could create a body with the
ability and support to draw stakeholders together: this would be welco me and we so
recommend.

1

Methodology and Process
This document should be read in conjunction with Review of Domestic Gas
Safety – Executive Summary, which outlines our conclusion s and
recommendations. Here we expand these and provide extra details o n the
methodology adopted and options consid ered and reje cted, in a ssociation
with stakeholders, during the project.
The 2006 Review was launched at a stakeholder forum on 20 February 2006.
This was opened by Lord Hunt of Ki ngs Heath, Minister with responsibility for
Health and Safety, and was attended by o ver 90 stakeholders1. The forum
introduced the Review and stakeholders were asked to identify the key areas
the review needed to a ddress. Th ese were determined to be (as pu blished
by HSE):
•

•

•

•

•

public and other group’s awareness of CO – options for funding
research, raising awareness and encouraging industry ownership
through voluntary contributions
gas installer competence – consider links
between Accredited
Certification Scheme (ACS), the Gas Work Notificatio
n Scheme
(GWN) and the CORGI registration scheme
unregistered installers – examine t he options to reduce illegal ga s
installations including the penalties available and who is best placed to
undertake enforcement
legislative framework and standar ds – loo k at which p arts of the
existing framework add value and which pa rts do not. Explore
whether the legislation should adopt a more goal setting approach
with details set out in industry standards to al low for more flexibility.
Include looking at opportunities that may flow fro m ODPM competent
persons scheme, give n that HSE has stated
that in lin e with its
strategic priorities, it wo uld like to r elease resources from gas safety
work. This must be dependent on securing overall improvements in
the regime through better ways of working
framework options/integration and implementation – how to develop a
more coherent and better partnership approach for tackling the current
and future issues facing the consumer gas industry

Our report is therefore organised primarily under the above headings.
HSE also commissioned two furt her pieces of work . Dr Ben Croxford
(University College London) was commissioned to undertake a project to
determine the extent o f the CO h azard. TU V NEL was commissio ned to
undertake two pieces of work, a study of the potential of fixed penalty notices
to result in increased prosecutions of illegal installers, and a technical review
of the Gas Safety (Installation and Use) Regulations. Th is work has d irectly
informed the Review and this report.
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The Review of Domestic Gas Safety has been stakeholder led and a range of
engagement techniques were used to ensure the contribu tions of a wide
range of stakeholders were captured. These included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
1.1

stakeholder forums
one-to-one interviews
telephone interviews
work groups
questionnaire
desk based research

Stakeholder forums
The Review opened with a stakeho lder forum on 20 February (see above)
and closed with a final stakeholder forum held on 2 Octo ber 2006. Again
opened by Lord Hunt, we presented a range of options in relation to each of
the key areas addresse d by the Review (a summary of which is included as
appendix 3): stakeholde rs were offered the opp ortunity to identify preferred
options and refine them. 100 stakeholders attended this event.

1.2

Interviews/telephone interviews
Interviews were undertaken with r epresentatives from all four home nation s
and included a broad range industry stakeholders. Represented gro ups
included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

gas installers
CO victims
CO victim representative bodies
gas transporters
gas suppliers
CORGI (the registration scheme)
NAPIT (who have tendered to operate a registration
scheme in
competition with CORGI)
gas inspectors
training and assessment organisations (including those in volved in
ACS)
central government
Health and Safety Executive
devolved administrations (Wales and Scotland)
local government
trade unions

A combination of face to face and telephone int erviews were used, and man y
stakeholders were interviewed on s everal occasions throu ghout the Review
as the options developed.

HE0502-79a
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1.3

Work groups
Five workgroups met on two occasions to consider ea ch of the issues
identified at the stakeh older forum. Stakeholders were invited to join the
workgroups and places were limited to e
nsure that they were both
manageable and that the range of intereste
d stakeholder groups were
adequately represented. We soug ht to achieve a balance of backgro unds,
skills and expertise on each group (including trade and industry associations,
industry, CORGI, certif ication bodies, campaign groups a nd safety groups).
The first meeting of each work group focused on the challenges and issues in
each specific area an d identified if and where further information was
required. The second round of meetings sought to co
nsider options to
address the issues iden tified at the first meeting and provi ded feedback on
the first draft of the Framework Options (as identified by the Integratio n and
Implementation work g roup). Th e meetings were con ducted under the
“Chatham House Rule” of confidentiality to allow participants to freely express
their views. We also held workshops both with HSE and with representatives
of local authorities.

1.4

Stakeholder questionnaire
Stakeholders were also invited to submit their views through a stakeh older
questionnaire (we have included a copy of the q uestionnaire and findings as
Appendices 2 and 3).
The questionnaire was publicised in Gas Installer
Magazine and could be requested from Frontline Con sultants (via the
website, in writing or over the telephone) and was available from Monday 13th
February to Friday 14 th July. We received 289 response s from a range of
organisations. The outcomes directly inf
ormed our conclusion s and
recommendations and allowed us to identif y individuals for follo w up
interviews.

1.5

Desk research
We undertook a per iod of desk re search to inform the con sultation process
and underpin our findings. This included examining data re lating to domestic
gas safety, and a summary of the key safety statistics is included below.

1.6

Stakeholder led
The Review was stakeholder led but was not intended to represent a full
public consultation. Views were s ought from a broad and representative
cross section of the domestic gas supply industry (both piped and bottled)
and associated stakeholders and r epresentative groups. Whilst extensive
stakeholder engagement was und ertaken, the Review did not actively seek
the views and opinions of gas installers who did not volunteer to contribute.

HE0502-79a
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2
2.1

Domestic Gas Safety
Overview
Official statistics rela ting to domestic gas safe ty indicate that piped natural
gas and liquid petroleum gas can be regarded as a very safe fuel. Fata lities
attributed to domestic gas are very low, and rep orted incidents have reduced
significantly over the 15 years the current
regulatory regime has been
operating. Risk from domestic gas, and indeed from an y combustible fuel, is
focused on either fire/explosion or CO poisoning. CO is an odourless and
colourless gas that is formed in the incomplete combustion of o
rganic
substances – including but not limited to natural gas - an d can be dangerous
to the public because it interferes with normal oxygen uptake. CO may be
produced when an appliance is im properly vented or mai ntained and can
result from the inappropriate use of gas fired appliances (eg using an oven to
heat a room which is poorly ventilated).
The official figures sh ow that gas can be regarded as a very safe fuel.
Comparators of risk u sing data from 2000 show that the a nnual risk of dying
per head of population from the following are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CO poisoning from incomplete combustion (Gas), 1 in 1.8m
an internal natural gas explosion, 1 in 11m
all types of natural gas related incident, 1 in 1.4m
a road accident, 1 in 15,700
accident in home or garden, 1 in 15,000
electrocutions in the home, 1 in 170,000
cancer, 1 in 360
struck by lightening, 1 in 10 million

Source: Gas Industry Safety Group, Benchmarking Study, 2000
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The graph below shows the numb er of fire/explosion incidents relating to
flammable gas: there has been a downward trend in both the numb ers of
incidents and deaths, with 36 incidents resulting in two fatalities in 2004.
Fire/Explosion incidents relating to Flammable Gas
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As the graph below shows, there ha s been a downward trend in reported CO
deaths over this p eriod, reducing from a ten year high of 37 in 1998 to 18 in
2004 (and a ten year low in 2003). However, neither the number of reported
incidents relating to CO nor the number of reported non-fatal poisonings has
shown a similar reduction.
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The table b elow shows trends in fa talities due to CO incidents by appliance
type (as re corded by official statistics). It shows that central he ating
devices/boilers consistently account for the majority of CO fatalities. Over the
last five years for which there are o fficial statistics, water he aters and space
heaters (including gas fires) ha ve accounted for the
second h ighest
proportion of fatalities r elating to CO poisoning, while incidents relating to
cookers have reduced significantly over the same period.

Trend of % fatalities due to CO incidents by appliance type
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Source: HSE

Advantica regularly undertake a review of incident information on behalf of
HSE, which is publish ed annually. Notable trends in th
e most recently
2
published statistics include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2

the proportion of incidents in owner occupied
accommodation was
higher than the occupancy statistics for GB in this category
incidents took place more often in terraced properties tha n in other
property styles
the most c ommon room locations for casualties were the living
room/lounge and the bedroom
the majority of all CO incidents inv olved appliances fitted with open,
individual, or natural draught flues
central heating appliances were res ponsible for the majorit y of fatal
and non-fatal casualties
the most common incident cause s were a lack of serv icing and
flue/terminal faults
flue and ventilation faults were common in many domestic incidents

A review of carbon monoxide information 2003/04, Advantica, 2006
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In summary, official statistics suggest that:
•
•

•

•
2.2

the risk of fire and expl osion from gas has reduced over recent years
to very low levels
while the incidence of deaths due to CO poisoning from domestic gas
in the UK has reduced, this is n ot the case with CO poisonin g
incidents and non fatal poisoning
the pattern of risk is ch anging, and now appea rs relatively higher in
owner occupied terraced houses t han in multiple occupan cy, which
may be outside the scope of current legislation
older appliances and open flued boilers represent the highest risk

The extent of the CO hazard and awareness
Inhaling CO reduces the body’s ability to carry oxygen with the result that the
body’s organs and cells become starved of oxygen. Symptoms relating to
mild carbon monoxide poisoning m ay be non specific and similar to t hose
relating to viral cold infections, and include headache, nausea, dizziness, sore
throat and dry cough. I n children, the symptoms can be similar to those of a
stomach upset, with nausea and vomiting. More severe poisoning can result
in a fast and irregular heart rate, over breathing (hyperventilation), confusion,
drowsiness and difficulty breathing. Seizures a nd loss of consciousn ess can
also occur, and sympt oms can o ccur a few days or e ven months after
exposure (including confusion, loss of memory and
problems with
coordination). Different people re act to CO poisoning in different ways,
displaying different symptoms, and some groups (particular ly the old, young
or those with pre-existing breathing condition s) are more susceptible. In
extreme cases exposure can result in death.
Despite the figures quoted above, t he incidence of CO poisoning is almost
certainly higher than has been previously recognised, and the published level
of fatalities ma y be underreported to an un known degree. Furthe rmore,
emerging research su ggests that there may be a number of homes wit
h
potentially dangerous levels of background CO l inked to patterns of use and
to faulty, or poorly ventilated gas a ppliances, representing an unquan tified
health risk.
There are several active pressure groups campaigning for higher CO
awareness, due to some tragic accidents leading to death and serious
disablement as a result of exposure to the poison. As a re sult of information
and contacts from these groups and interviews with su rvivors and their
families, we conclude t hat it is a r easonable assumption that some deaths
and injuries could be avoided if there were higher awareness of the risks and
causes of CO poisoning. The Review received reports about and heard
directly heard from CO victims who had reportedly been diagnosed with other
illnesses, such as suspected flu (on one occasion a heart attack) and sent
home, potentially to continued CO exposure. While the correct diagnosis has,
in these ca ses, come to light, it seems fair to assume that an unknown
number of cases of CO poisoning may go undetected.

HE0502-79a
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It appears possible that some fata lities due to CO poisoning may not be
identified. The Review was advised that pathologists do no t routinely test for
CO poisoning during a post mortem, and explored one case where the victim
had been cremated an d enquiries into a suspicious deat h were und erway
before other members of her family became ill and CO poisoning was fi nally
detected in a retained post-mortem blood sample. We are therefore
persuaded that it is po ssible, to p ut it no mo re strongly, that the of ficial
numbers of fatalities from CO poisoning are underreported.
As part of this review, Dr Ben Cro xford, from the Bartlett School of Graduat e
Studies at University College L ondon, was commissioned by HSE to
undertake a Gas Applia nce Check Project to r esearch the incidence of and
exposure to CO in the home . Emerging findings from this work 3 can be
added to an earlier study b y Dr Croxford4. To summarise, the results of these
2 studies suggest that:
•
•
•

exposure to high levels of CO in the home may be more common than
is currently recognised
there may be significant numbers of poorly maintained or installed and
consequently potentially dangerous domestic gas appliances
public awareness of the CO hazard is low

While the numbers of homes involved in t
hese studies is small, and
translating these findings into any substantiated public health risk will re quire
further research, the indications ar e that the risks of CO poisoning from
domestic gas are underplayed.
The All-Party Parliamentary Gas Safety Group (APPGSG) recently conducted
a series of hearings into the prevalence and effect of
carbon monoxide
poisoning and published its finding s in the report Shouting about a Silent
Killer5. The report calls for the government to aim to adop t a zero fat ality
target in relation to CO poisonings, and for energy retailers, the government
and other relevant bodies such as CORGI to jointly fund an integrated media
advertising campaign to raise awareness of t he dangers of CO poi soning.
They have also called for energy companies to submit an annual audit of their
CO-awareness activity that would in turn be placed in the public domain by
the APPGSG.
Public awareness of t he potential danger represented
appears relatively low, as evidenced by Dr Croxford’
questionnaire and review and the lack of a co-ordinated
Given low general awareness, this may be a particular
medical community: d etailed reports from CO victims
reinforce this supposition.

by CO poisoning
s research, our
publicity campaign.
issue amongst th e
and their families

3

The key findings from the Ga s Appliance Check Project – as presented at the final st akeholder forum - can be
viewed (Removed)
4
Carbon Monoxide Risks in the Home, Dr Ben Croxford (UCL), 2005
5
Shouting About a Silent Killer (2006)
HE0502-79a
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There is currently no co-ordinat ed campaign to raise awareness of the
potential danger presented by CO or the steps a me mber of the public can
take to protect themselves and th eir family. While various organisa tions,
individuals and charities undertake a range of intermittent and fragmented
activity, this does not maximise impact or represent a n efficient use of
resources. Straightforward, cost effective opportunities are missed: a C O
awareness message on the back of gas bills, for example, or a brochur e left
by emergency service providers called on suspicion of a gas leak.
This may be particularly i mportant if, as suggested, many households at risk
are not cov ered by current enforce ment legislation and ha ve, in effect , no
duty holder responsible for gas safety. The most, if not the only realistic
method of reaching these households and further improving safety is thr ough
CO awareness raising: legislation is unlikely and enforcement impractical.
In summary:
•

•

•
•
•

there are a number of indicators to suggest that the risk o f poisoning
and even d eath from e xposure to CO may be greater tha n official
statistics suggest
while much of the evidence outlined above is n ot currently quantified,
it is none the less powerful, and comes from a variety of sources with,
so far as we can determine, no indicators to the contrary
CO awareness appears low amon gst the public and even in some
specialist groups of professionals
there is no coherent CO awareness raising programme
CO awareness is there fore a key concern and should be a primary
issue in informing regulatory policy in relation to domestic gas safety

It is worth noting that there are commercial benefits to the gas in stallation
industry in promoting CO awaren ess. For example, if household ers are
aware of the dangers, demand for registered gas professionals will rise. Gas
suppliers may be reluctant to in vest in promotion of CO awaren
ess if
providers of other combustible fuels, which can also produce CO, do not take
a similar approach. We suggest, however, that a greater co mmercial danger
lies in consumers finding suppliers irresponsible if they do n ot now make the
public aware of the emerging evidence.
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3

Reducing the Risk of CO Poisoning
The broad alternatives discussed a t the secon d stakeholder conference are
shown at Appendix 1. There was consensus that more needed to be done,
although there was some discord as to how fast and ambitious change should
be. Outline d below are a range of measures for reducing the risk of CO
poisoning which were discussed, along with an asse
ssment of their
effectiveness.

3.1

Awareness raising
Given the p otential of CO to cause death and serious in jury, the changin g
pattern of risk plus rece nt evidence suggesting that that the public health risk
may be more widespread than previously ackno wledged, it is essential t hat
steps be taken to increase public awareness of the CO hazard.
A significant and sustained publicit y campaign promoting both the need for
regular servicing and the benefits of CO alarms would alert the public to their
responsibilities with respect to domestic gas safety. Public awareness of the
dangers of CO is curre ntly low, and the public are in gene ral unaware of the
two simple steps that a re most likely to protect them. Raising awareness of
the dangers and how to avoid them would help the public take responsibility
for their own safety.
A co-ordinated and ongoing awareness campaign is t he single most effective
measure that could lead to a reduction in CO poisoning. Delivering increased
and coordinated awareness raising will require a process (eg creation of a
coordinating body) and funding from a range of sources.

3.1.1

Industry co-ordinating body
Current awareness raising act ivity is underta ken by a r ange of in dustry
companies and groups, and is stretched across a wide range of activity. Low
cost opportunities are missed. A range of messages ar e promoted rather
than a single clear safety line. If this is to be ad dressed, and funding found to
support a h igher profile campaign, an organisation needs to be ident ified to
take responsibility and provide leadership. We explored a number of options
for this role but reache d the conclusion that no existing body is currently
appropriately placed to carry this out.
We therefore recommend the
formation of an industry co-ordinating body, tasked with initiating work
and fund raising support for CO awareness.
This should be chaired by a resp ected and high profile public figure, and
should involve a variety of interes t groups and govern ment departments,
including Department for Work and Pensions, Department for Communities
and Local Government and Department for Health. T
he domestic ga s
registration body/bodies may play a significant and increasing role in the
management and support of this group, and should be encouraged so to do.
Indeed, there is logic in this co-coo rdinating function being assigned t o the
gas registration body/bodies in due course and we so recommend.
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The CO awareness co- ordinating body should explore cases for a variety of
initiatives, some focused, others more wide ranging, and should act t o coordinate existing efforts and take advantage of untapped but inexpensive
opportunities, eg leaflets which could be sent with gas bills, left by installers
and the emergency services: these could explain how simple actions like
leaving a window open for ventilatio n can reduce risk, and using a gas grill to
heat a room can be dangerous. Other initiative s to be considered by the CO
awareness co-ordinating body should include those discussed elsewhere in
this section.
Past attempts to set up such a focu sed group have failed. We suggest that
an attempt at this time may be more successful, given the emerging evidence
of the CO hazard, and greater levels of
political interest. We would
emphasise that an incre ase in CO awareness is of fundamental importance
and, if industry and key partners do not colla borate to deliver this, it ma y
require HSE – perhap s in association with a levy – to
create a ded icated
coordination facility. In association with OFGEM, it could a lso be considered
as part of a future review of supplier licenses.
3.1.2

Funding
Coordinating activity an d addressing low cost opportunitie s should de liver a
worthwhile impact on public CO awarene ss; however, a really effective CO
awareness campaign will require additional resources. Funds may come
from a variety of sources including:
•

•

•

•
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industry contributions: all sectors of the industry could agre e to make
modest annual donatio ns to the coordinating body to support an
awareness raising campaign
existing surplus from registration fees: CORGI have built up a fund to
hedge the costs they will incur if th eir status as the registration body
ends. If CORGI were awarded longer term recognition in this role, the
funds could potentially be redirected to CO awareness raising
future surplus from registration fees: CORGI ha ve been able to fund
significant investment as well a s a contingency fund from r egistration
fees. With out raising the level of fees to in stallers, it should be
possible to generate future surpluses, which could be seen as the
installer’s contribution t o a CO awareness ca mpaign. Our modelling
suggests that this potential will exist, albeit perhaps at a reduced level,
even if multiple registration bodies are introduced (see later section of
this report)
rise in registration and ACS incomes from additional registration: there
has been a steady ris e in registration numb ers over re cent years,
producing increased re venue for CORGI and ACS provi ders. Th e
potential for further, continued expansion could be enhanced through
higher CO awareness, which would emphasise the need for servicin g
and the use of a registered installer CORGI Trust: receives the profits
from CORGI’s commercial a ctivities and ha s a mandate to spend
these for th e benefit of domestic g as safety: we understand that the
sum of £1m has rece ntly been gifted to the CORGI Trust for this
purpose
11

If these funding streams are insufficient, due t o lack of voluntary industry
support, legislation may need to be considered to sup port a levy: if this is
required, other fuels that can produce CO should also be included. UK gas
consumption is current ly 95 billion cubic meters per annu m. While di fferent
supply companies use different chargeable units, only a fraction of a penny
per unit would be required to fund an awareness programme.
3.2

Technology

3.2.1

Installation
Safe domestic gas begins with the proper installation of appliances in
the
home to ensure appropriate connection to the mains and pro per ventilation to
allow full combustion without the production of CO. Correctly installed
appliances are not only safer, but, we are advised, will operate
more
efficiently and are likely to last longer. This is the area that is targeted by the
current regulatory regime, which has contributed to the reduction of fire,
explosion and officially recorded incidents of all types over the last 15 years.
This has a continuing role to play.

3.2.2

Regular servicing and maintenance
Regular servicing and maintenance of appliances is essential if saf
e and
efficient operation is t o be ensured. This was commonly identified b
y
stakeholders as the single most eff ective means of proact ively safeguarding
public safety. If carrie d out by a properly trained individual, any risk of gas
leaks should be ident ified, the bu rner adjusted if ne cessary to optimise
combustion and, importantly in this c ontext, any risk of poor ventilation and
production of CO ident ified. This may be due to a blocked flue, chimney,
building work or DIY alternation s to ventilation arran gements. Some
countries make this a mandatory requirement, notably Japan, but we suggest
that the patt ern of owner-occupier h ousing and difficulties of enforcement in
the UK make this an impractical option that is difficult to justify g iven the
current level of known risk.
Promoting regular servicing and safety checks as a cor
e message of a
coordinated CO awareness raising campaign therefore represents one of the
most effective ways of improving gas safety.

3.2.3

Audible CO alarms
If regular servicing represents the proactive element of a comprehensive
approach to gas safety, then audible CO alarms represent a complimentary
reactive element. We n ote the recent success in relation to the promotion of
smoke detectors as an appropriate model of raising awareness and pla cing
the responsibility for safety on the public: this also demonstrates how effective
these cheap and easy to install d evices can be. As not ed above, CO is
colourless and odourless, and therefore impossible to det ect without a CO
monitor. Alarms should be audible to ensure they alert the household t o the
potential danger.
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In the past, the reliability of these devices has been questioned. CO alarms
have, however, recently been sub ject to both British and European standards
(BS7860 and EN50291) and appe ar now to be very reliable as we ll as
significantly cheaper. As with fire alarms, CO al arms must be installed in the
correct location and need to have th eir batteries regularly replaced. Audible
CO alarms will also giv e an alert to CO leaking from neighbouring properties:
we heard of instances when this could have saved lives.
The promotion of audible CO alarms should th
core element of a public awareness campaign.
3.2.4

erefore represent a second

‘Black spot’ detectors
Stakeholders were united in their belief th
at in the vast majority o
f
circumstances ‘black spot’ detecto rs represent a danger to public safety.
They do not have an au dible alarm, and only protect the user while they are
looking at it. They also have a re latively short life (around 3 months ) and
have no means of indicating that they are no longer active. Black spot
detectors may consequently give a false and dangerous sense of security.

3.2.5

Advances in design and the elimination of high risk appliances
Over recent years,
appliance manufacturers have made significant
improvements in design , which have undoubtedly had a positive impact on
public safety. The biggest chang e is the de velopment of balanced flue
appliances, which exchange exhaust gases for a ir from outside the room and
will not burn without this incomin g ventilation, effectively precluding the
production of CO. Anal ysis indicates that olde r, open flued appliance s are
inherently more dangerous and that their gradual elimination is importa nt in
the reduction of CO poisoning.
These appliances sho uld continue to be
phased out and repla ced with m odern balanced flue models, which are
inherently safer, through a strategy of:
•
•
•

public awareness raising
grants to replace old stock, especially open flued boilers
the energy rating system for hous es (in England and Wales) could
identify higher risk appliances without a balanced flue

There is a range of other technological
solutions, such as fail safe
mechanisms, that would potentially furt her improve public safety. Currently
they are expensive, but higher pu blic awareness of the r isks of CO could
increase market dema nd, reducing costs and generating more sa
fety
features.
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3.2.6

Flue gas analysers (FGA)
FGAs represent a means of checking that an appliance is operating efficiently
and not producing dangerous gases. This is, str ictly speaking, a ‘spot-check’
that an appliance is not producing CO at a given time, a s ituation that could
change, for example if the wind d irection affects ventilation. Checking an
open flued, older appliance with a FGA should, however, eliminate some level
of risk and should be standard practice after installation or maintenance. The
installer would also be safe in the knowledge that an ap pliance was not a
danger at the time they left the customer. Training is required to ensure the
correct operation of a F GA and we are pleased to note the introduction of an
ACS module to support this.

3.3

Regulation and process

3.3.1

Emergency services
The gas emergency services make a signif icant and valuable contributio n to
public safety by ‘making safe’ pot entially dangerous situations relating to
domestic gas. We reco gnise the importance of their work in the case of gas
leaks and t he risk of fire and expl osion. The current provision, however,
represents a significant gap in relation to possible CO poisoning situations.
When attending a callout, the emergency services do not carry CO detection
equipment or flue gas analysers. There are legitimate reasons as to why this
occurs, notably:
•

•

•

•

•
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current requirements placed on
providers by supplier licenses
effectively limit each visit to 30 minutes: there is consid erable dispute
as to whether this would provide e nough time, or enough averag e
time, to carr y out a CO investigatio n, where in dicated, if an efficient
methodology were applied
when the emergency services receive a call, the me mber of the public
is advised to switch off all gas app liances and ventilate the property,
with the result that any residual CO is likely to have dissipated by th e
time the emergency services arrive, making detection in a limited time
frame even more difficult and arguably a practical impossibility
emergency service operatives are not currently trained to use CO
detection equipment: training and a dditional time at call out s to carry
CO investigations would mean more staff, a
dditional training and
increased cost
it is not ea sy to develop a robust pr otocol to identify situations where
there may be a particular need for the emergency services to carry out
further investigations with regard to a CO danger
the use of FGAs appears particularly impractical and may in any event
not detect CO from untested sources, whether in the house or outside
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While recognising that there are significant ba rriers to emergency service
providers identifying situations which could represent a risk of CO poisoning,
current arrangements can pot entially leave a dangerous sit
uation
unaddressed: for example, even if all the appliances within an apartment are
switched off by the e mergency service, dangerous levels of CO could still be
leaking in from a neigh bouring property. While evidence is limited, we are
aware of one situatio n analogous to this which has led to a fatality. Ideas for
improvement could include:
•
•
•
•

as a minimum householders should be given a leaflet explaining the
risks of CO poisoning, how it is caused, and some contact information
some basic observations eg frequ ency of servicing, soot deposits,
open flued appliances could help identify risk
relatively inexpensive CO detection equipment could be left, or even
sold
some discretion about further action in specific situations according to
a protocol

Further positive discussion is needed to determine how to improve safety.
3.3.2

Landlord gas safety check
Mandatory annual gas safety checks and production of a safety certificate to
demonstrate that this ha s been carried out, have encourag ed more landlords
to consider the gas appliances in their properties in terms of safety: in
consequence, poisoning incidents in multiple occupancy properties appear to
have reduced. Despite this success, the scheme also ha s its critics. While
landlords are required by law to have a valid Ga s Safety Certificate, they are
not required to undertake an annual service. Stakeholders report that there is
a risk that the safety check may be seen by landlords and tenants as
a
substitute for regular servicing, which it is not. We also heard credible stories
about forged certificate s. At the other end of the spectrum, there are
complaints that the reg ulatory burden of this system is hi gh and, given the
confusion about what it stands for, not cost effective. There i s therefore merit
in a review of the landlord safety certificate.

3.3.3

Gas appliance documentation
Manufacturer documentation distributed with gas appliances (for example the
user manual or packaging) does not contain safety information relating to the
potential hazard of CO. Manufactu rers may be reluctant to do this because
they do not want to create a perception of gas as an unsafe fuel, or of their
product as an unsafe device. Ho wever, if manufacturers were to ad opt a
coordinated approach, a valuable opportunity to raise awareness could be
created at a crucial time, helping to ensure that a properly q ualified engineer
carries out the inst allation of th e appliance. Furthermore, if proa ctively
implemented, it would allow the industry to claim a public relations success by
placing public safety at the heart of its approach.
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4
4.1

Gas Installer Competence
Demonstrating and assessing competency
The current regime see ks to ensure that operatives are competent to carry
out gas work safely. Mi nimum requirements to work as a registered in staller
include:
•
•
•
•

the need to pass an assessment e very 5 years to che ck a range of
basic gas safety competencies (the ACS scheme)
ACS modules of competency for a range of different applications,
reflected in a range of CORGI registrations
prequalification for entry to an ACS assessment is normally required in
the form of a qualification and/or portfolio of experience
a portfolio of installations: a newly registered installer,
with no
recognised experience, needs to build this b y working for a fully
registered CORGI member

CORGI regularly inspect installers work to offer advice and check
competency application in the field. The Gas
Works Notification Scheme
(GWN) has recently been introduced to facilitate ran
dom inspections.
Worryingly, inspections under this system have shown significantly h igher
levels of error.
These problems are presumably due to la ck of competence and/or deliberate
cutting of corners: the regulatory regime needs to address both possibilities.
4.2

The ACS scheme
The ACS scheme has been running for over five years, and is a very robust
system supported by UKAS Certi fication. Although the concept of ACS
attracts support and is credited with raising standards within the indu stry, in
practice the current ACS scheme and associated registration systems are
widely seen by installers as being t oo onerous and inflexible, and may well
discourage registration. Further, while it aims to raise
and stand ardise
knowledge of how to o perate competently, random inspections ind icate that
this knowledge is not a lways applied in the field: it ha s been suggested that
this may be due in part to a comp etency approach which may encourage
individuals to learn by rote rather than develop generic and transferable skills.
The ACS scheme is u nder constant review b y the ACS Review Committee
and the recently created Industry Liaison Group (ILG). The ACS Review
Committee has made many a mendments to ACS since it was first created –
with many installers unlikely to be a ware of the changes as they are only now
due to undertake their second cycle of ACS – and while some of the concerns
that expressed during t he Review are out of d ate, there r emain many valid
criticisms. ACS may have an imp ortant role t o play in future regulation of
domestic gas safety but if it is to b e fit for purpose it is in need of further
revision.
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4.3

The future of ACS
The alternatives discussed at the second stake holder forum are included in
appendix 1. There wa s agreement that the ACS approach to competence
should be retained, but streamlined and modified.
Changes to ACS need to be made hand in
hand with changes t o the
registration scheme, with the releva nt body/bodies ensuring that registration
criteria also reflect the new approach.
To successfully deliver an appropriate ACS
should include:

4.3.1

scheme, key considerations

Mechanism for change
A strong, independent voice is required to challenge the assessment system
and standards for ACS certification. Steps within the indust ry to address this
should be encouraged and accelerated – a pr ocess that has begun to occur
through the ACS Review Committee and the Industry Liaison Group (ILG).
The introduction of the ILG should afford industry a significant role in refining
the ACS scheme.

4.3.2

Risk based approach
Incorporating a risk-based approach into the ACS reassessment process – in
line with the Better Regulation Agenda – presents an opportunity to re duce
the burden on installers who consistently work to a high
standard without
compromising safety. Risk could be assessed through several information
streams which could include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

inspection
complaints
CPD
ACS results
training portfolio
company quality system
compliance with GWN

An installer who continuously score s well on some or all of these co
viewed as low risk, and “rewarded”, for example, by:
•

•
•
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uld be

reduced assessment r equirements in terms timing and content,
perhaps targeting changes on standards, or work of a type rarely
carried out
reduced inspections
reduced registration fees
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The converse would a pply to individuals who performed less well an d were
therefore higher risk. Additional sanctions co uld include compulsory training
following a poor inspe ction of wo rk. This would deliver a very focused
incentive for installers to work safely, and be up to date with standards.
This approach could also take account of a company’s internal CPD and
quality assurance regimes. For example, large companies with stringent
internal quality assurance and CPD could submit their intern al processes for
inspection along with a random po rtion of operatives, as opposed to their
entire installer workforce.
4.3.3

Flexible assessment and entry requirements
The current system can be viewed as very one rous for registered insta llers,
and may be unnecessarily rigorous and repetitive. The risk- based approach
outlined above could be extended to give more flexible ong oing assessment
and entry requirements. This would allow individuals to
use a blend of
demonstrable experience, skills, qu alifications and assessment to prove their
competence. This could permit currently registered installers to tailor
their
demonstration of competency to su it their individual circumstances. For new
entrants, it could help ensure that the industry continues to benefit from young
persons working to become registered installers, and offer potential t
o
encourage more illegal installers
to join the registratio n scheme, thus
promoting public safety.
The chart below shows how va rious elements could be given diff erent
weightings to demonstrate competency in different circumstances:
Model A

Model B

Model C

Prerequisites
Prerequisites
Initial assessment

Initial assessment
Initial assessment

Ongoing monitoring,
complaints and CPD

Ongoing monitoring,
complaints and CPD
Ongoing monitoring,
complaints and CPD

Re-assessment

Re-assessment
Re-assessment
Inspection
Inspection
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Inspection
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Model A could apply to a very e xperienced installer with f ull qualifications,
who takes part in in-house continuing professional development (CPD), has a
clean history of random inspectio ns through the GWN scheme a nd no
complaints: he could be offered reduced reassessment and
external
inspection. Model C might apply to an individual with little in the way of
recognised experience or qualifications: he would need an extensive initia l
assessment and much more regul ar reassessment and f ormal inspection.
Other variants might cover increased assessment for an installer wh o does
not use gas works notif ication. The table below expands on these idea s, but
it should be emphasised that this is purely an illustrative example: the industry
will want to work through these concepts in greater detail.

Prerequisites

Initial assessment

Monitoring,
complaints and
continuing
professional
development

Re-assessment

Inspection

Model A
Level 4 qualified
installer with
significant
current
experience
Reduced
assessment, say
practical alone

Model B
ACS Category 1
experienced gas
fitting operative

Model C
No suitable
prerequisites,
completed some
training

Assess as now

Full work
notification
history without
problems and
ongoing in-house
training and
assessment
monitored by a
third party
accredited CB
Reduced reassessment

Work notification
and inspections
show no
problems

Increased
assessment
covering elements
expected in
prerequisites
Problem areas
identified through
inspection and
work notification

Least amount of
inspection, say
every 3rd year

Assessment as
now, typically 18
months to 2
years

Reassess as
now

Increased or early
reassessment,
perhaps re-do
initial assessment
Increase to annual
inspection

Such variation and flexibility should still be acceptable to accreditation bodies
as it would be evidence based. At the same time it would satisfy the int ention
to vary statutory inspection according to the level of compliance (the Hampton
Review). It would allow choice for the wide range of company types such that
while a large employer would find it cost effective to run an in-house tr aining
and assessment progra mme under the supervi sion of a third party, while a
sole trader might find it easier t
o notify work and pay for an o
ff-site
assessment perhaps every fifth year.
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4.3.4

Reduced generic ACS modules
Currently there are 48 ACS modules that relate to domestic gas, represe nting
an overly complicated structure th at is confu sing. The ILG and Revie w
Committee should work together to identify and reduce du plication and limit
the number of modules that currently comprise ACS. The current system is
also inaccessible to th e public, who ma y be expected to check not only an
installer is registered but that they also have the necessary ACS qualifications
to carry out the work. C learly, this has very little chance of success with the
current number of modules.
Simplifying the current system wou ld clarify for installers t he modules they
need to obtain to work safely and legally, wh ile reducing the potential for
installers to mistakenly work ‘out of scope’. Th is will also assist installers to
become more discerning buyers of traini ng as they can clearly identify the
modules they require – and associa ted training – reducing the potential to be
hard-sold training as part of the assessment process.
Finally, but importantly, each remaining module should
be made more
generic, so that an installer is encouraged to understand the implications and
concepts behind the standards he is working to, thus reducing the potential to
learn enough to get through an ACS assessment, but have problems when
faced with variation in a customers home. This could potentially have very
positive safety implications and may in part a ddress the poor performance
identified in recent random inspections.

4.3.5

Fit for purpose
It is important that the ACS tests an installer’s ability to work safely and i s not
simply an exercise in ‘jumping t hrough hoops’. Regularly reviewing the
contents of the ACS will remain important to ensure that the process:
•
•

•
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takes account of changes in technology
tests installer’s knowledge of issues that are ide ntified as presenting a
challenge to industry, eg: faults that are commonly
found by
inspectors or those that are likely to have a negative impact on public
safety
assesses an individual on both their knowledge of comp etence and
their ability to apply that knowledge in their day to day work
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4.4

The gas works notification scheme
GNW has clearly proved its wort h in un covering significant variations in
competency at random inspection. However, the numbers of installations and
installers covered by GWN, while rising,
has only reach ed around 50%.
Given the importance of the syst em in checking safe working, ways to
encourage its use must be found. These could include:
•

•

•

•
•

there was, at best, limited consu ltation with industry prior to the
introduction of GWN: the methodology should be re
viewed in
partnership with installers to make it more acceptable eg should the
installer certify his work direct with t he customer and send a copy of
the paperwork to th e registration body (in dir ect contrast to how the
system currently operates)
review charges to insta llers for using GWN: in principle, t he overall
registration package should be cheaper for those who use GWN, not
the reverse!
“rewards” for installers who use GWN, particularly if they demonstrate
consistently high standards of work, for example by redu
cing the
number of times they are inspected, ACS requirements or registratio n
fee
impose penalties, fin ancial burdens or additional competenc y
requirements for installers who do not use GWN
while not yet much apparent, in England there are potentially some
advantages in GWN al so serving the purpose of notificatio n to loca l
authority building control and these could be maximised

In short, the introduction of random inspection does offer significant potential
to improve standards a cross the industry and add to a risk based approach:
but only if GWN is more widely used. It will be difficult to address poor quality
found through a GWN random in spection if all this doe s is to discourage
further notification. Therefore, GWN needs to be strongly promoted through a
system of rewards and disbenefit s which sho uld be intro duced as soon as
possible, following industry consultation.
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5
5.1

Illegal Installers
Current situation
Unregistered installers were identified by man y stakeholders as one of the
biggest challenges facing the indust ry. Informal estimates of the number of
illegal installers currently operating in the UK vary wildly between 15-20% and
40-50%. Illegal installe rs presumably represent an increa sed risk to public
safety since they are not subject to assessment, inspection and training. The
current system of regulation is per ceived to place a dispr oportionately high
burden on registered in stallers while having relatively low i mpact on illegal
installers. The high cost of compliance cou pled with a perceived lack of
enforcement has the potential to destabilise the current system with installers
deciding not to go through the complexities of ACS and registration. Further,
a registration brand that is seen as a recognise d mark of q uality, which the
CORGI brand arguably is, represe nts a busin ess asset b uilt up with some
commitment. Consequently, ma ny installers see the apparent lack o f
enforcement as undermining their business.
While the law with regard to unregistered insta llers appears clear – they are
acting illegally if they charge for their wo rk – it does not support a significantly
increased number of successfu l prosecutions, despit e the apparent
prevalence of illegal activity. This may be due to:
•

•
•
•
•

limited formal enforcement by HSE: prosecution is undertaken in line
with the Health and Safety Commission (HSC) policy and is only used
in particular circumstances: although HSE do follow a policy of taking
other, less serious a ction, such as issuin g a warni ng, where
complaints are received
limited opportunities or will to e nforce from other bodie s such as
trading standards and local authorities
no facility for enforcement by other agencies such as CORGI
courts being unconvinced that non-registration should have serious
consequences
difficulty in identifying individuals and linking t hem with a particular
piece of work

The current registration system may be seen as virtually inaccessib le to
experienced illegal installers who would like to join. Th e requirement to
present a portfolio of work to demo nstrate competence is a particular barrier
as work carried out ille gally cannot be submitted. As a result, the ill
egal
installer would have to ‘buddy’ wit h a registered installer for a peri od of
around six months to develop the required portfolio of experience. This could
drastically reduce earning potential at a time when significant additional costs
are being accrued (ie ACS). There is also a perceived disincentive for legal
installers to work with illegal insta llers in this way, in part be cause they may
be assisting a future competitor.
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5.2

The way forward
A range of options were explored to support reducing the number of nonregistered installers, and we have conclud ed that there is no one answer.
Instead, progress should be made through a variety of ‘ca rrots’ and ‘sticks’,
including:
•

•

•
•
•
•

5.3

higher public awareness of CO ha zard and prevention will ensure
more demand for registered installers, while squeezing the market for
illegal installers
targeted episodes of prosecution from HSE, using current resources in
a different way to maximise impact (the “Bristol pilot” has delivered
benefits through such an approach)
strengthen efforts to p ublicise prosecutions and other enforcement
activity, including through registration scheme newsletters
further exploration by HSE of alternative or additional penalty systems,
and a possible increased role for the registration scheme
a less rigid approach to registrati on and assessment, which still
promotes a high level of competence while attracting more installers
efforts to raise penalties administered by the courts on these health
and safety offences and encourage consid eration of alternative
sentencing which might serve as a greater deterrent, eg communit y
service

Other initiatives
During the course of the review, a number of interesting alte rnative initiatives
were discussed. The section belo w explains why we do not recommend
pursuing these at this time.

5.3.1

Fixed penalty notices
The Review considered the potential for a fixed penalty scheme to impact on
illegal installers. Current advice suggests th at there is limited potential to
delegate a f ixed penalty scheme to a third party, and it see ms unlikely that
this could be achieved without recourse to primary legislation.
The potential for fixed penalty notices to have a significant impact upon illegal
installers is far from clear. One of the biggest problems is that fixed penalty
notices have had grea test impact in areas where an i ndependent official
observes an offence t aking place (eg a traffic warden o bserves a car as
illegally parked, or a police officer or speed camera observe a motorist
speeding). Illegal insta llers do not operate in the public realm – the y commit
their offence in private dwellings – and so it will remain very difficult to
establish sufficient evidence to ensure that a fixed penalty would stand up to
appeal in court (the rig ht to appea l is a requirement of EU human rights
legislation).
However, it is worth HSE further exploring the potential of a fixed penalty
scheme as a means of taking action against illegal installers.
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5.3.2

Control at the point of sale
Many participants in the Review suggested control of the sale of appliances at
the point of sale. Control at the point of sale would include either:
•
•

restricting the sale of gas appliances and
fittings to registered
installers; or
notification of the sale of all gas ap pliances to the registration body to
ensure that they were fitted by a legal and registered operative (similar
to TV licensing)

The benefit of point of sale control is clearly that it becomes difficult for illegal
installers and DIY enthusiasts to get access to any gas ap pliances, at least
without follow up from HSE or a registration bod y. This appears an attractive
proposition.
Following further investigation, however, significant problems with this model
emerged. Firstly, restricting the sale of appliances would probably
breach
European Competition Legislation. Legal advice suggests that if introd uced
now, the UK TV licensing system would also breach European law on the
same grounds: it does not do so because the legislation w as not retroactive,
and therefore control at the poin t of sale measures that predate d the
legislation are exempt. Secondly, in the unlikely event that legal barriers are
overcome, such a sch eme would presumably require significant additional
resources both to police and set up. This would include demands on retailers
and would presumably be resisted. Finally, where would we draw the line ?
The growth of e-trade would make it difficult to police the sale of goods online
(eg via e-b ay), while it could be a rgued that not only ap pliances but trade
spare parts should a lso be cov ered. For these rea sons we d o not
recommend that attempts are made to restrict access at the point of sale.
5.3.3

Local authority licensing
We thoroughly explored the potential for local authority licensing to govern the
number of illegal installers. Under this mod el, gas inst allers would be
required to register with their local authority to carry out any work. Inst allers
would only be required to register once, with the local authority in the area
where they live, but cou ld work in a ny local aut hority. The main advantage
associated with this model would be to allow easier prosecution of
illegal
installers since the only offence which would ne ed to be de monstrated would
be the lack of a local a uthority license. Supporters of this approach pointed
out that local authority inspectors a ccess a sig nificant number of premises
during the course of their daily work, and could be well placed to spot illegal
installers.
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On further investigation there appe ar to be a number of problems with this
model:
•

•

5.3.4

most local authorities are not ent husiastic about taking on further
enforcement, and would certainly want a transfer of resources in order
to promote this
it would represent ‘dou ble registration’ for insta llers, who would have
to register with both the local authority and registration body: although
we considered removing the registration scheme this attract ed limited
support from stakeholders

Public liability insurance
Throughout our work, we considere d the potential of public liability insurance
(PLI) to improve domestic ga s safety. We con sidered the potential of PLI to
result in an increase in prosecution for illegal or incompetent installers, before
concluding that this wou ld not result in increa sed enforcement beyond what
already exists under the Gas Installation and User Regulations. Legal opinion
indicated that a regula tion regime that requir es membership of a single
provider (in this instance CORGI) could not require members to hold PLI.
If competition is introdu ced into the registration framework, PLI could offer
reactive benefits in relation to dome stic gas safety, for example by providing
compensation for victims after an incident has occurred.
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6
6.1

Legislative Framework and Standards
Overview
The legislation dealing with domestic piped ga s and LPG – The Gas Safet y
(Installation and Use) Regulations 1998 – would benefit from some changes,
especially:
•

•

•
•

•
6.2

simplification: some of the current legislation appears, in practice, to
be redundant, or a duplication, and it is therefore more confusing than
it needs to be
the clear a nd unambiguous use o f a goal-set ting approach, which
recognises an industry code of practice to define specific standard s
relating to t echnical issues of insta llation and servicing, rather than
setting these out in law: this wou ld promote changes in line with
technology and practice, address some ambiguity with regard to th e
competence of foreign workers, and could provide greater clarity
about compliance standards
rationalisation of prescriptive clauses, in support of an industry code of
practice
if the above were in pla ce, a “Haynes worksho p manual” approach to
standards could more readily occur, potentially making installation and
servicing easier to understand, and therefore safer
more minor issues relating to non-process factory gas appliances

Standard setting
Standard setting with regards to technical installation and servicing within the
industry generally works well, wit h a small number of partners (e g: the
Institution of Gas Engineers and Managers) working clo sely to approve and
release standards. There is further consultation with ACS providers and other
stakeholders, who may comment o n practicalities, with reg ard to training for
instance.
There could, however, be impro vements to the ad h oc way in which
standards are published for use. Currently, they are released as soon as they
are completed, and wh ile in some instan ces this may be necessar y or
desirable, it is uncoordinated, driving continual change of the ACS process
and leading to confusion in the industry. If released in a more controlled way,
in batches, with established common commen cement dates, perhaps twice
annually unless there is good reason for more immediat
ely distribution, it
could be easier for all stakeholders t o keep up to date. Such a system could
minimise uncertainty about when a chang
e becomes compulsory in
installation or only advisory for training purposes. Furt her, this could be an
opportunity to release associat ed standards a t the same time, removing
problems that may occur when th e implications of o ne change in practice
have not been worked through.
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The concept of a standards board, such as th at used in the rail and other
industries, was supported, provided that this could be designed from within
existing standard settin g structures without ad ditional resources. There are
relatively few bodies responsible for the
release of standards, and
establishing a standard s board to group rele ases and establish common
commencement dates could be relatively cheap and cost neutral.
6.3

Industry code of practice
While much of the current legislation does no t lay down specific technical
standards, this is not th e case throughout, giving a somewhat uneasy mix of
goal setting and prescriptive approaches. While some industry stakeholders
were happy to see particular tech nical elements specifie d in law, o thers,
particularly installers and some manufacturers, offered the view that some of
the prescriptive elements of the legislative framework const rain response to
technological advances that can p otentially offer safety improvements. We
were given specific e xamples of technological change that HSE experts
advised us were safe, but could not be impleme nted due to specific elements
of the current legislation.
There was widesprea d support f or adopting a goal setting approach to
regulation that is supp orted by a flexible Industry Code of Practice (I CoP).
This would see legislation changed to specify t he recognition of an ICoP as
the set of relevant technical st andards that installers should follow.
Prescriptive elements o f the legislat ion could be removed. This would offer
the significant advantages of facilitating technological advances (and possible
safety improvements) and begin the process of t ransferring increasing levels
of responsibility for regulation to industry, in line with government policy.
Installers reported that they did not always have ready access to standards
and that these were complex. T
here is sig nificant scope for regulatory
simplification with ICoP standards set out in the form of a “Haynes Workshop
Manual” to ensure that they are accessib le. Standards sho uld also focus on
communicating to installers how they should change their working practices,
and avoid making reference to other documents or British Standards that then
have to be purchased for a fee.

6.4

Legislative complexity
Current legislation re lating to domestic gas safety can be difficult for
newcomers to the ind ustry to understand an d apply – a situation that is
compounded by the mix of goa
l setting a nd prescriptive regulations –
although we would suggest that many experie nced installers generally find
their way th rough relevant sections without any problems. While there are
undoubted benefits to be had from simplifying current legislation, to m ake it
more accessible, less confusing for industry, and more risk based, this is not
necessarily an immediate priority.
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Ensuring that the legislative framework is efficient and effective is in line with
the Better Regulation Agenda but, as with othe r initiatives suggested in this
report, change can be managed as part of a two-stage pro cess where some
progress can be achieved while wa iting for legislative change, which may be
slow in coming, given competitio n for parlia mentary time and the further
complexities of EU competition leg islation. Ho wever, legislative chang e is
needed if the benefits of an ICoP are to be
delivered, and the chance to
simplify the GSIUR should be seized at the same time.
6.5

Additional legislation
There is a degree of concern that there are public health and safety issues
that sit out side the cu rrent legislative regime. If these matters are not
resolved through other means, and legislation is planned to deliver regulatory
simplification, it may b e worth considering in cluding some of the following
additional initiatives:
•

•

•

the imposition of a lev y to fund CO awaren ess: ideally voluntary
collaboration would be a better, and faster, way to address industry
fund raising, but if this does n ot materialise, legislation should be
enacted to address this (primary legislation may be required)
the use of CO detection equipment by the ga s emergency services:
this should only be necessary if inf ormed debate fails to improve the
current position
there is some minor a mbiguity around the go vernance affecting non
process gas appliances in factories: this has not apparently caused
any discernable problems in practice but any legislative changes to
GIUSR could offer the opportunity of addressing this

The merits of each of these initiatives is d iscussed elsewhere in our report,
but are cite d here as e xamples of a two stage approach t o driving ch ange.
The first stage would seek to address issue s on a voluntary basis; failing that
it could be necessary to resort to prescriptive legislat ion. We suggest that,
ideally, this should not necessary: not only will there be competition for
parliamentary time, but the direction of travel suggested in this report is awa y
from prescription towards goal setting. However, the overriding concern must
be to establish a comprehensive public awareness campaign about th e CO
hazard.
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7
7.1

Framework Options
Challenges in the current regime
Along with other enablers – notably improve ments in technology – the current
regime has been instr umental in reducing fat alities and protecting public
safety in th e wake of p rivatisation. However t he existing regime is coming
under increasing pressure, and can be viewed as very r obust in contrast to
other industries and increasingly out of step with the government’s
Better
Regulation principles.
Many other trades are coming under the governance of Co mpetent Persons
schemes, a much simpler regime than that operated for domestic gas. These
offer choice to the trade sman and there is a single body to interface with for
both registration and competency assessment.
Installers in particular are expressing dismay at the co st of compliance
(particularly for small businesse s) aggravated by a
perceived lack of
enforcement activity on illegal competitors. While it is in the nature of industry
to complain about regulatory bodies, it is our view that there is sub stance in
some of the se concerns and that th ey could ha ve a negati ve effect on gas
safety if they drive destabilisation of the current regulatory regime.
CORGI has attracted crit icism because of its co mmercial interests. We have
heard arguments that the CORGI brand is a monopoly, legitimised by the
state, funded by installers, then used to make commercial profit and co mpete
against other industry players, potentia lly unfairly. CORGI Co mmercial
started out by diversifying into areas which would assist installers, bu t has
now gone beyond this boundary. There are additional concerns about cross
subsidisation: CORGI operate Chinese walls between the commercial arm
and the registration
scheme, but arguably have
inbuilt competitive
advantages, notably a f ully funded brand, ready access to the market place
and the only competent persons scheme able t o operate a one stop shop in
registering gas works with building control.
Without in any way suggesting current impropriety, we have governance an d
probity concerns about the existing arrangeme nts. These are at CORGI’s
discretion and have the potential to lead to poo r decision making about gas
safety and registration, particularly if the commercial arm of the bus
iness
becomes more important. Further, there appears to us to be a potential lack
of transparency about the current arrangemen ts, given that the regist ration
scheme is intended to operate on a non-profit basis.
It should be recognised that this sit uation has emerged at least in part as a
result of th e hands-off approach f rom HSE with regard t o the Concordat
between HSE and CORGI. So me of the current arrangements are arguably
in breach of the concordat under which CORGI o
perate, although,
importantly, HSE has not raised objections. The short term nature of the
‘concordat’ (12 month rolling contract) represents a high business risk to
CORGI, which has, understandably, been of fset by the development of a
contingency fund from the surplus generated by the registration scheme.
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While the CORGI bra nd appears to be well recognised and should be a
significant asset, it is arguably not
successful in promoti ng domestic gas
safety: it is not linked with CO aw areness, nor does it convince sufficient
numbers of customers to buy from a CO RGI registered installer. Customers
have not b een persuaded to check that their gas engineer has a CORGI
identify card, never min d the scope of the spe cialist work he is licensed to
undertake. There is some criticism that
CORGI are confusing cust omers
about the meaning of the brand by diversifying into other fields.
A number of installers t old us that more illegals would register if they had
options other than CORGI, and, although offe ring such choice has inherent
risks, it is an indication of a level of antagonism towards CORGI
that is
perhaps higher than might naturally be expected from the regulated to wards
the regulator. Dissatisfaction with the current regime identified in this r eport
may in part reflect increased motivation for dissatisfied stakeholders to
engage with the Review: there may be a silent majority of i nstallers who are
satisfied with the current regime and therefore f elt no need to contribute their
views. Indeed, we note that during recent consultation
by HSE over an
application to run a ri val gas registr ation scheme a significa nt proportion of
those who responded were in favour of CORGI and a single registr
ation
scheme.
Current legislation appears to allow for more than one registration body to be
appointed, at HSE’s di scretion. It is our view that other organisations have
the competency, skills, infrastructure and ambition to be come a registr ation
body and, if no action is taken t o clarify the position, a body oth er than
CORGI will eventually submit a competent appli cation as a registration body.
If competition becomes a reality in such an ad
hoc manner, this will raise
questions about how multiple reg istration bodies would be managed and the
affect on public safety.
HSE are seeking to red uce investment and resources allo cated to domestic
gas safety in line with their strategic prioritie s, namely focusing on health and
safety in the workplace.
7.2

Alternative options
Our recommendations on the futur e of the reg istration scheme were d irectly
informed by our work with stakehold ers. Initially, a set of fr amework options
were developed by one of the work groups, bef ore being refined and shared
with a wide range of stakeholders fo r further discussion and feedback. The
vigorous ensuing debat e included consideratio n of compe titive tendering,
competition, competent persons sch emes, an ‘adapted’ stat us quo and the
potential benefits or drawbacks of a single or multiple registration bodies.
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The full range of options is included as appendix 4. We r ejected at an early
stage:
•
•

•

the status quo, where the level of tension br ings a risk that it will
become unviable
regular re-tendering for a single registration bod y, which co uld loose
the key be nefit of the CORGI brand, while disruption during any
handover to another body could be excessive
franchising the CORGI brand, since it looks unlikely that terms could
be agreed between franchiser and franchisee

We explored in more detail:
•

•

•

retaining the concept of registration, and separate ACS providers,
albeit with a streamlined regime, but recognise multiple registration
bodies
replacing the idea of a registra tion body with a low-regulation
approach allied to competent persons, where multiple bodies provide
what is, in effect, a registration scheme and ACS in one
retaining CORGI as a single registration body, along with the
CORGI brand, but streamline the way the system works a nd build on
CORGI’s role as an industry champ ion: this would only be feasible if
there are so me significant changes in the way that both CORGI and
HSE operate

Multiple registration bodies could run in the current framework alongside
CORGI, provided by organisation s with similar core competencies, not ably:
the ability to manage a database of installers: inspect installations: access to
widespread gas technical knowledge and expertise: a broad geographic base:
probity and management structures: complaints processing: financial viability.
An initial assessment suggests that there are other industry bodies that could
deliver this, especially if in partn ership with external organisations with
broader infrastructure. There wou ld be early opportunities to make some
changes in the current arrangements without legislation, for instance, giving a
longer commitment to all registration schemes would be e ssential if they are
to be finan cially viable, and would reduce t heir need t o acquire a large
contingency fund in case of exit.
Multiple registration bodies could have a number of benefits, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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driving innovation and efficiency
attracting more installers and thus reducing safety risks
giving installers more “ one stop shop” alternatives when registering
building work
giving HSE more options and lev erage over individual registration
bodies
addressing concerns about competition
being cost neutral to installers, provided certain assumptions are met
potentially increasing public CO a wareness as new playe rs invest in
publicity
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•

potentially offering other choices for consumers, such as a full quality
assurance approach (CORGI onl y deals with complaints about ga s
competency), or a scheme where public liability in
surance is
mandatory (current legislation will not accept this from a single
compulsory scheme)

There would be problems to overcome, specifically:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

database links and compatibility
consistency of registration approach
public confusion over brands
competition could drive registration bodies to deliver only specified
services, withdrawing from some value added activities
additional complexity
more options for fraudulent registration
HSE monitoring, which would involve more organisation s but could
potentially be more straightforward if a robust a nd open KPI process
were used
geographical spread
equity of arrangements between registration bodies
financial risk if the ne w registration body fails to attra ct enough
customers across a range of installers

We see no fundamental reason why multiple registration schemes could not
work well, and deliver a saf e environment for consumers. The difficulties
outlined above could b e overcome, and the resulting reg ulatory framework
not only helps to pragmatically addr ess a number of immedi ate concerns, but
is also much more in k eeping with current approaches th an is a mo nopoly
provider.
Indeed, following the final stakeho lder forum we were contacted by several
organisations who felt that one of the key obstacles to introducing competition
– namely tracking in stallers across registration schemes – could be readily
overcome by establishing a Principl e Registration Body (PRB). The PRB
could consist of memb ers of the current CORGI council ( along with others
who may be relevant) and sit above the different registration bodies. It would
be supported by an independent secretariat – funded by the regist ration
bodies – who would maintain and host a website and database of ‘Registered
Approved Gas Installe rs’ (on behalf of HSE). Certification bodies
would
directly notify the secretariat of successful ACS candidates, who would only
make details visible on the website after one of the approved registration
bodies has notified them that the candidate has registered with them.
Competent persons schemes are in their infan cy, but are being sugge sted
as the way forward for accreditation of building trades, sponsored
by the
Department for Communities and Local Government, and could be regarded
as the “minimum regula tion“ option. If we were to set up a similar approach
for domestic gas using existing GSIUR legislation, it would be obligatory t o
join a scheme, but there would be choice, and the body providing competent
persons accreditation could, in reality or in eff ect, act as a registratio n and
assessment body, potentially easing the burden on individual installers.
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This could:
•
•

•
•

have similar benefits to those outlin ed above fo r multiple registration
bodies
give an easier option, in due course, for a fully functioning system to
pass from HSE to the re mit of Department for Co mmunities and Local
Government, integrated into the approach taken for other trades
give a fra mework which would allow further streamlining of the
regulation regime for individual installers
bring gas installation more in line with other trades

Problems could include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

as above for multiple registration bodies
ensuring a f it with regimes in Nort hern Ireland, Scotland and Wales,
although this does appear achievable
processes which would ensure
the independence of training,
assessment and registration
restructuring of existing systems and or
ganisations to align
registration, inspection and competency assessment
the additional one-off costs that would inevitably be associated with
this disruption
uncertainty around the success of the competent persons concept

This option potentially gives a good fit for the future, but is higher risk in terms
of the unproven nature of compet ent persons schemes and gives greater
short-term disruption for sectors of the industry. These issu es would need to
be managed to ensure that they do not translate into an added short-term
safety risk for consumers.
Retaining CORGI as a single registration body has a number of
advantages, of which probably the most significant are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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public brand recognition
consistency of approach to installers
a single point of reference for queries
a tried and tested system
a single database of all installers
spare capacity for additional industry activities
excellent technical support and advice
the potential for commercial profit to be reinvested in gas safety
the potential for CORGI to act as a focus for the industry
minimum short tem disruption
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Disadvantages could include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

concerns about probity and governance
uncertainty over commitment to delivering the changes outlined in this
paper
criticism over ‘unfair competition’
lost opportunities to drive innovation and attract additional installers
limited leverage for HSE in applying the concordat
problems with applications from other potential registration bodies

At the final stakeholder workshop participant s were asked to consider four
options6 for future delive ry of the re gistration scheme based on the ideas
outlined above, and developed in association with stake holders throughout
the Review:
•

•

•
•

option 1: retain CORGI as a single registration body, along with the
CORGI brand, while streamlining the way the system works and
continuing the evolution of CORGI’s changed a pproach while building
on its role as an industry champion
option 2: subject to consultation, develop proposals for a revised
framework agreement between HSE and one or more registration
bodies, and invite expressions of interest (which cou ld be measured
against a range of performance criteria). This could take place every
5/10 years and the body or bodies that best fulfilled the performance
criteria would be recognised for that period
option 3: r etain separate registration and A CS providers in a
streamlined system, but recognise multiple registration bodies
option 4: replace the id ea of a registration bod y with a low-regulation
approach allied to competent perso ns, where multiple bodie s provide,
in effect, a registration scheme and ACS in one

Developing a revised framework ag reement between HSE and one or more
registration bodies appeared to be the favoured option amongst stakeholders.
Retaining CORGI as a single registration bod y with a re vised remit also
attracted significant su pport, coupled with concern as to how a chan ge in
approach could be secured and sustained. There was far less enthusiasm
from stakeholders for options 3 and 4.

6

Full detail s for each option is i ncluded in Appe ndix 1: Options Presented at Final Stakeholder
Workshop. A summary of the outco me of the second workshop may b e downloaded from: (Removed)
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7.3

Conclusions and recommendations

7.3.1

Registration framework
There is co nsiderable debate as to whether one or more registration b odies
should be recognised: we conclude that there are advantages and drawbacks
to either approach, none of which is of overriding priority or cannot be
managed. While it is important th at there is only one re gistration scheme,
providing the system is proper
ly set up and regulated, it could be
administered by more than one registration provider.
There is therefore no clear answer as to whe ther the benefits of ret aining
CORGI, albeit on a diff erent footing, are outweighed by the advantages of
multiple registration bodies. If CORGI remains th e only registration body, it is
essential that a number of changes are made to reflect issues raised in this
report. If this cannot be achieved, either now or in the future, our assessment
is that the industry should move to include alternative registration providers.
The question is therefo re how we i dentify a process to de liver these aims,
both in the short and longer term. The approach identified needs to be robust
and independent of change in personnel over time. We therefore recommend
that:
•
•

•

•
•

7.3.2

HSE invite expressions of inter est from appropriately qualifie d
organisations that wish to take on the role of a registration body
an assessment of co mpetency should be made by an HSE panel
against a number of criteria: organisations satisfying the panel would
be recognised as registration bodies for a reasonable period, perhaps
5 years.
if the case made by o ne body we re considerably stronger than the
others, or offered substantial additional benefits, the panel may decide
to recognise only one registration provider
re-tendering should occur at regular intervals, perhaps normally every
5 years
transparent monitoring should take place every 3/6 months and the
results published

Criteria
We recommend that HSE invite expressions of interest from appro priately
qualified organisations that wish to take on the role of a registration body.
Throughout our Review several organisations h ave informally expressed an
interest in doing so should the regulations
allow. An assessment of
competency should be made b y an HSE panel against a number of cri teria
that may include:
•

•
•
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delivery of key issues outlined in this report, especially co-ordinating
action to pr omote CO awareness and change s to competency and
registration systems
a business case to de monstrate how the registration sch eme will be
funded without additional cost to installers
an improvement in key safety issues
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•
•
•
•
•

ability to work with stakeholders and other registration bodies
innovative approaches and added value
probity and transparency in governance, esp ecially with regard to
conflict of interest, commercial enterprise, interface with HSE
delivery of key aspects of the regi stration scheme, eg ge ographic
cover, installer and public help lines, managing complaints
a consumer voice

Organisations satisfying the panel would be reco gnised as registration bodies
for a reasonable period, perhaps 5 years. If the case made by one body were
considerably stronger than the
others, or offered substantial additional
benefits, the panel may decide to recognise only one registration provider.
This is a process akin to that used nowadays in most sub stantial
procurements. We have attached an appendix (appendix 5) gi
ving more
details about the process that could be followed.
Registration bodies sho uld be subject to regular and transparent reviews of
performance against key performance indica tors, which should reflect the
criteria outlined in the tendering exercise. There should
be a recognised
process for identifying the need for improvements in performance, for
following this through and an agr eed process in ca se of an unre solved
dispute between HSE and a registration body.
7.3.3

Retendering
We recommend that t his registration body re view be repeated at regular
intervals determined from time to ti me by HSE: perhaps e very 5 years in
normal circumstances, allowing the drivers an d direction of the registration
body/bodies to be re vised and updated, yet giving a level o f consistency and
ability to recover investment through a minimum period of tenure. HSE could
retain the ability to re tender more regularly in certain circumstances, for
example in the case of an unresolved dispute with a registration body.
Whatever the short-term decision regarding one or more reg
providers, we recommend that HSE retain a framework that allo
appointment of more than one registration body. This would:
•
•
•
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ws the

give HSE ongoing leverage over performance
ensure that there are alternatives should there be problems with a
particular registration provider
prevent a s ituation arising where t here is a threat to safety during
hand over at the end of a five ye ar term bet ween sole registration
providers
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Concluding Remarks
Despite the current tensions in the system, those involved in the domestic gas
industry can be proud of improve ments in its safety record over th e last
decade and the comparatively low level of reported incident s. It is gen erally
accepted, however, that there is a need to move on from this base:
•

•

to secure improvements in public a wareness of CO poisoning and its
causes: there is evidence that this risk may well be higher than
previously reported
to review the registration and competency framework for installers, to
make it best fit for purpose

The most significant improve ment to public safety can be delivered by
implementing a prope rly resourced, targete d and focused public CO
awareness campaign, built around a limited number of core safety messages
eg the imp ortance of annual servicing, and i nstalling and maintaining an
approved CO alarm. This will require a coordinating body to ensure a
consistent message, best use o f resources and opportunities. Ideally, the
industry could take th e lead not only in coordinating b
ut in fundin g the
campaign, and being se en as a caring industry that places consumer safety
at the heart of what it d oes. However, if industry fails to ta ke the lead, there
may be a need to recourse to legislation.
This paper suggests several changes in the registration
and competency
framework, most notable a process that supports a regular re-tendering of the
registration body, and a streamlining of the ACS system.
Finally, we would like to thank the many stakeholders who contributed to the
Review, all of whom g ave freely both their time and expertise to support
further improvements in domestic gas safety.
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